TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
GRIP is the established UK-developed tyre softener, designed to
produce outstanding traction in all forms of highperformance driving, from street to full race and using road or
racing tyre compounds. Suitable for tyres on Classic/Vintage cars
for long term storage and reconditioning. GRIP, available in a

new “improved” formula, gives all the benefits of soft, sticky
tyre compounds without the expense. This non-toxic, nonflammable liquid is simply painted on to the surface of the
tyre, whether treaded or slick, and left to cure for 3-4 days
to ensure adequate penetration and softening.
Durometer testing (used to measure tyre softness) reveals
that one application of GRIP can increase the softness of a
tyre by up to 20 points. By comparison, a traditional drag racing burnout will achieve a tyre softening effect
of around 5 points. GRIP uses a long-lasting, proven formula that stays in the tyre for much longer periods (it
does not evaporate) and so is ideal for drag, circuit racing, karting and motorcycle racing - in fact virtually
any road race environment. GRIP works on all kinds of tyres, both old and new, and by reversing the aging
process, can even extend tyre life. Unlike its competitors, GRIP is manufactured in the UK and because it is
non-flammable and non-toxic, it can be more conveniently transported, not just nationwide but throughout
the world.

1 Litre Tin of GRIP

GRIP Tyre Softener

For more information, please contact Best Chemical Co (S) Pte Ltd.
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Direction of Use
Step 1
The basic tools for applying GRIP to racing tyres include a scraper – a household
decorating type will do fine - a pair of latex gloves, a paint brush or GRIP roller dispenser
and an open container in which to pour GRIP.

Step 2
It is important to clean up the tyre surface with the scraper to remove any built-up
rubber. This will allow GRIP to penetrate more evenly throughout the tyre surface and
helps to prepare the tyre for the next race.

Step 3
Pour some GRIP into the container and brush on to the tyre’s tread surface – there is
no benefit in applying it to the sidewall. The first coat will probably take 20-30 minutes
to absorb, depending on the room temperature. Further coats of GRIP can then be
applied as desired, leaving similar absorption time after each coat. Four or five
additional coats will give significant increase in adhension (durometer reading about 1015 points lower).

The tyres must now be left to cure. This will take several days. It is a slow but necessary
process to ensure the tyres are softened adequately and that GRIP has penetrated
down through the tyre. Because it is non-evaporative, GRIP will keep on penetrating and
tyres will stay softened for weeks.

All recommendations or suggestions for use are made without guarantee inasmuch as conditions of use are beyond our control.
Singapore Head Office
Best Chemical Co (S) Pte Ltd
60, Senoko Road Singapore 758124
Tel: +65 6755 2400
Fax: +65 6752 8809
www.best-chemical.com
enquiry@best-chemical.com

Philippines Representative Office
Best Chemical Co (S) Pte Ltd
Unit 405, Common Goal Tower,
Finance Road Corner Industry Street,
Madrigal Business Park, Ayala Alabang,
Muntinlupa City, Philippines, 1770
Tel: +632 8096513 Fax: +632 8096516

For more information, please contact Best Chemical Co (S) Pte Ltd.
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